In this paper, a Pareto inversion based global optimization approach, to obtain results of joint inversion of two types of geophysical data sets, is formulated. 2D magnetotelluric and gravity data were used for tests, but presented solution is flexible enough to be used for combination of any kind of two or more target functions, as long as misfits can be calculated and forward problems solved. To minimize dimensionality of the solution, space and introduce straightforward regularization Sharp Boundary Interface (SBI) method was applied. As a main optimization engine, Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) was used. Synthetic examples based on a real geological model were used to test proposed approach and show its usefulness in practical applications.
INTRODUCTION
Proper reconstruction of a physical model on the basis of measured data is the final and the most critical part of any geophysical investigation. Without inversion, the gathered data are virtually useless from interpretational point of view and cannot be used for creation of geological, petrophysical or reservoir model. In the case of analysis based only on one source of media information -namely of one geophysical field -details of this operation and most effective methods are relatively well know and studied (Sen and Stoffa 1995) . Proper application of information gathered from many geophysical fields to create one geological model is a more challenging task. Inversion of different field observations can generate completely different parameter distribution geometries. It is mainly caused by the differences in methods' sensitivities and theirs spatial distribution over the model (Jegen et al. 2009 ). Moreover, physics of measured phenomena, observation scheme details, or even a methodology of inversion itself, can affect the shape of a final solution. A good example of the above-mentioned problems is comparison of results of classic singleobjective inversion of gravity and magnetotelluric (MT) data (e.g., Abdelzaher et al. 2011) when the shapes of blurred object are usually incomparable and strongly dependent on used regularization (e.g., Mehanee and Zhdanov 2002) . Another independent problem with a comparison of different methods is the fact that the precision and accuracy of their results can significantly differ (DeStefano and Colombo 2006) . In the case of classic singleobjective methods, their uncertainties are hard to compare, which can be critical for final quality evaluation of obtained petrophysical model parameters. One of the most natural methods of overcoming these problems is an application of joint inversion based on multiobjective target functions (MOP) (Vozoff and Jupp 1975) , in which data from all methods are inverted simultaneously in the same numerical operation. In its most natural form, classic joint inversion methods have two important disadvantages. First of all, the definition of a proper, consistent target function is very difficult because of combining data of different dimensions and magnitudes. Usually this operation requires arbitrarily chosen weights to scale all objective function components to the same level, which makes it prone to subjective opinion of interpreter and not very practical for automatic methods. Moreover, combination of results of two or more different methods into one function can lead to dramatic increase of the number of model parameters, which requires strong regularization and causes significant, often unacceptable, raise in numerical intensity of computations. Secondly, classic joint inversion functions tend to generate highly multimodal solutions. This problem is typical for almost all geophysical methods but is even more critical in the case of multiobjective functions (Kozlovskaya et al. 2007) .
In this paper a solution of these problems based on the combinations of few modern independent approaches is proposed. Target function definition and scaling problems are solved by Pareto inversion. This method is commonly used in economical studies and sometimes in geophysical inversion (Kozlovskaya et al. 2007) . Pareto inversion scheme is based on simultaneous optimization of independent functions so the problems caused by combining target functions are completely eliminated. The problem of multimodality of solution can be minimized by application of global optimization methods. Here Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) method Eberhart 1995, Poli et al. 2007 ) is applied. This relatively easy and straightforward method is very efficient in finding global minima in complex and deceptive functions. Its usefulness in geophysical problems was confirmed by many authors (e.g., Danek et al. 2013 , Fernandez Martinez et al. 2010 . Target function dimensionality is limited by application of Sharp Boundary Interfaces (SBI) (Smith et al. 1999) . In this method a geological model is described through a series of polygons or splines defined by nodal points. This method is sometimes used for stochastic geophysical inversion, e.g., 2D magnetotellurics (Chen et al. 2012) . Additionally in the presented solution some methods to prevent creation of non-geological solutions (e.g., for crossing boundaries within one layer) are used. The main advantage of SBI is the fact that both reduction of problem dimensionality and regularization of the solution can be done in the same computational step.
JOINT INVERSION
Emergence and growing number of applications of joint inversion methods are a natural consequence of commonness of complex geophysical observation and interpretation methodology. The first method of this group was proposed in 1975 by Vozoff and Jupp (Vozoff and Jupp 1975) , relatively late, taking under consideration that the beginning, of inversion itself dates back to the beginning of 19th century (Gauss 1809 , Legendre 1805 . At the beginning attempts were focused on inversion of single geophysical parameter, namely resistivity, using geophysical methods based on different physical backgrounds like MT and resistivity soundings. Later, progress resulted in methodology, in which geological model is created by combining information from methods, differing not only in the way of parameter observation but the parameter itself (Lines et al. 1988) . The main goal of such operation is increased resolution in wide depth ranges. The classic example of an efficiency of this approach is a joint inversion of MT and gravity data over an area covered with high-resistivity extrusive basalt trapps (e.g., Jegen et al. 2009 ). Combination of MT and gravity can give a solution with good resolution for both shallow and deep parts of the model.
In the simplest case of single target function, optimization misfit value φ is defined by:
where n is a number of measurements, dp represents real data, dm are data returned by a tested model and σ represents data error. In a singleobjective case, application and statistical interpretation of this formula are straightforward. In multiobjective case, when adding more sections is necessary, two im-portant problems arise. First of all, values returned by sums related to different methods are hard to compare and require proper, usually arbitrary, weighting. The second problem is a correct uncertainty analysis for two combined weighted objective functions. Elimination of arbitrary weighting of functions seems to be the critical step in creation of fully functional, robust and impartial method of joint inversion. Here application of Pareto inversion scheme as a solution of the above-mentioned problems is proposed.
PARETO METHOD
Historically, the theory of multiobjective optimization is connected with economical studies, because even a task as simple as cost minimal transport route calculation, requires simultaneous analysis of many factors and their mutual relations. Elimination of "manual" scaling is especially important for problems with fast changing conditions. Moreover, reducing the whole concept of multiobjective optimization to one scalar value of hypothetical target can lead to dramatic loss of information about details of multidimensional solution space. The idea of the Pareto inversion can be described starting from the definition of multiobjective minimum:
where f i represents target functions and S is a space of acceptable solutions. Every solution proposition can be defined as:
The problem is a correct classification of solution sets given by an above equation. According to Pareto inversion concept, vector x * ∈ S is an optimal solution of the multiobjective problem, if all other vectors of this type produce higher value of at least one of the functions f i . Basing on this definition, two kinds of Pareto-optimal solutions can be distinguished: strong -if there is on x ∈ S for which f i (x) >= f i (x * ) for all i at least one inequality is strict, and
From the practical point of view, the main consequence of the above definitions is a possibility of simultaneous optimization of many functions over one domain, without necessity of any kind of additional operation (e.g., weighting) (Kung et al. 1975) . The given set C can be accepted against the other only if none of the changes in model parameters leads to increase of any of the optimized functitons. Additionally, during the optimization process, set of all acceptable solutions is generated, creating Pareto front. The final solution can be chosen as a set for which all functions have minimal value, or any other set from the front for which observed model parameters are in better agreement with other, even a qualitative, information. This extends interpretational possibilities -especially for poor quality data -but in the same time eliminates any "manual" influence on final model values.
GLOBAL OPTIMIZATION
Complexity, multidimensionality and multimodality of many geophysical problem target functions require carefulness in result interpretation of regular method of local optimization like conjugate gradients or SIMPLEX. In the great majority of data inversion problems, the assumption that the global minimum can be obtain from any point in the line of descent is false. Moreover, solution equivalence and presence of noise make optimization even more difficult.
Advanced methods of global optimization make finding a global solution possible even for complicated multimodal deceptive target functions. Of course, the price for this functionality is an increased number of necessary computational operations (Liberti and Maculan 2006) . In this kind of methods, the search over a solution space is more or less random, which leads to nonoptimal path between starting point and function minimum. Many modern methods allow limitation of this additional cost and make application of efficient parallel search possible. In this study we use Particle Swarm Optimization Eberhart 1995, Poli et al. 2007 ) as a main optimization engine. PSO is a stochastic metaheuristical method combining fast problem space search with an ability of finding a solution with proper precision. The way of finding potential solution was inspired by moving swarm of insects or fish looking for food. The place where the single particle moves -a solution proposal -depends on the relation between its current position, its best solution obtained so far and the best solution obtained by the whole swarm. The so-called canonical version of algorithm update strategy is presented below:
where U represents uniform distribution, ⊗ is a componentwise multiplication, x i represents particle position in the solution space and v i is its velocity. p i and p g are the best results obtained in the previous iterations, by the particle and the whole swarm, respectively. In regular aplications, Φ is commonly set to 4.1 and Φ 1 = Φ 2 . This scheme guarantees convergences without particle velocity limitations.
REDUCTION OF TARGET FUNCTION DIMENSIONALITY
One of the main obstacles in obtaining the joint inversion results is the problem with acquiring the parameter values in every point of computational grid. For more detailed models and consequently the more detailed grids, the dimensionality of solution can make inversion unpractical. Moreover, even if the solution can be obtained in the reasonable time, some kind of regularization has to be introduced to eliminate acceptance of chaotic, completely nongeological models (Zhdanov 2002) . It is a serious problem, especially in the case of noisy data.
From mathematical point of view, this problem can be described as a minimization of misfit additionally increased by a penalty, whose value is higher for more complicated models. For example, for MT data this can be written as (Tikhonov 1963) :
where d denotes data, A is a forward problem operator, ρ is resistivity model, ρ a is an a priori resistivity model and α is a regularization coefficient defining how big is the deviation from assumed model penalization. Manipulation of this parameter makes either data or regularity more important in the inversion process, usually done through local iterative methods. The important consequences of this approach are the critical importance of starting model and usually gentle transition zones between neighboring elements of the model (e.g., layers). Additionally, as it was previously mentioned, in the case of joint inversion both misfit and regularization term have to be manually scaled. The significant reduction of these problems can be obtained with application of Sharp Boundary Interfaces concept. In this method, model is defined through series of polygons and thus radically simplified. This simplification leads to strongly reduced problem dimensionality and therefore makes SBI parameterisation very convenient for application in stochastic methods like PSO or Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) (Chen et al. 2012) . SBI approach is based on an assumption that the maximum number of geological interfaces (e.g., layers' boundaries) and the number of polygons defining points is known and set at the beginning of computations. In the subsequent steps, positions of these points and other media parameters (e.g., densities, resistivities, etc.) are updated in the process of optimization. In this process, objects sizes can be reduced to the point of its disappearance, so elimination of an element of starting model is possible. Additionally, gradients of parameters can be also introduced and inverted to simulate facial changes. Any types of model parameter constrains are also easily applicable. If softer shapes are desirable, splines can be used instead of polygons. The general idea of simple SBI implementation is presented in Fig. 1 . 
IMPLEMENTATION
To obtain results for synthetic data tests, it was necessary to create fast, versatile and flexible software solution, utilizing methodology described above. Application consists of several mutually interacting modules, responsible for data input/output, model creation and rasterization, MT and gravity forward modeling, PSO inversion for SBI models and Pareto front creation.
Software was written using C language and designed for computers using operating system from Linux family. Graphical user interface was created using GTK+ library.
The first implementation issue was description of the model. As it was mentioned before, SBI approach was used. Model consists of layers, boundaries and vertices, as shown in Fig. 2 . Each vertex and boundary are added to the data Model with this kind of description needs to be projected on calculation grid, in other words -rasterized. Rasterization is based on a simple algorithm which scheme is presented below:
1. Get first vertex of the polygon. 
4. Find and mark a subsequent cell. There will be three posibilities. In order to mark appropriate one, y-intercept (factor b ) of the linear equation ( y = mx + b ) must be calculated where the center of coordinate system depends on previously chosen quadrant (in the presented example center is allocated on the top-right corner of already marked cell) (Fig. 4b) . 5. If the chosen cell does not contain second (last of two) vertex, go to step 4. 6. If the second vertex is the last unprocessed, one in the polygon choose it and go to step 3. Move forward as long as the marked cell does not contain last vertex (Fig. 5a ). 7. Reduce to one marked cell per row for each segment line. Vertices are considered separately according to connection types, respectively for one to two, two to one, two to two, three to four, four to three; where numbers represent line segment quadrant, there is one mark per vertex and rest of possibilities implies two marks (Fig. 5b) . 8. Fulfill cells beetwen marked fields (in pairs one to two) - Fig. 5c . 9. If it is not last polygon, go to the first step with next polygon. SBI concept assumes that the number of defined polygons is constant, so intersection of them during computation must be excluded. For this purpose two restrictions were created. The first one was implemented at the beginning as a scope in which each vertex can change their position (useful for applying seismic constraints). The second one was algorithm checking intersection between line segments (in pairs) belonging to the polygons. If line segments intersect, Eqs. 7 and 8 are true:
where w 11 , w 12 are vertices of first line segment, w 21 , w 22 are vertices of second line segment and the remaining column is filled with 1. Forward solver for gravimetry uses superposition principle for gravity effect. Modeled gravity effect is calculated as a sum of gravity effects from all nodes of calculation grid, where each node is treated as rectangle with density value assigned. Gravity effect for single node is calculated using the following equation (Blakely 1996) :
where: γ -gravitational constant 6.67 · 10 −11 m 3 kg·s 2 , ρ -node density, r n+1 , r n -distance between measurement point and neighboring vertex of rectangle assigned to node, Θ n+1 , Θ n -angle between x axis and radius designated from measurement point to neighboring vertex,
For solving MT forward problem, finite difference method approximation of Helmholtz equations was used. Mentioned above equations for electric (10) and magnetic (11) polarization are presented below (Wannamaker et al. 1987) :
∂ ∂y
where: y = σ + i ω -admittance, Δŷ -admittance's difference between the 2D inhomogeneity and its 1D host, z = iωμ 0 -impedance, Forward MT solver written in C language was based on Fortran implementation provided by Wannamaker et al. (1987) . In this solution Dirichlet boundaries condition were applied.
All modules of created software are operate through graphical user interface (GUI) based on GTK+ library. GUI allows to input all needed parameters to run computations. User can set model and grid size, as well as initial geophysical parameters. After setting parameters, new model can be interactively created using GUI.
SYNTHETIC EXAMPLE
In this section, results of joint inversion for synthetic data are described. Synthetic model which simulates simplified cyclothems consequence of salt from the Zechstein formation of Polish Lowlands was used. This kind of deposits is connected with different types of mineral resources, thus their complex recognition is very important from the point of view of possible exploration opportunities. In Fig. 6 the model used for generating synthetic data is presented. For calculation of synthetic MT data, 12 stations were located, evenly spaced, along the profile. Gravity anomaly was simulated along the same profile. Magnetotelluric curves for TM and TE mode were calculated in frequency range 10 kHz to 0.001 Hz, which allows for interpretation for both MT and AMT bands. Layers third and fourth stand for deposits of Zechstein salts and anhydrites, respectively. Resitivity of Zechstein salts and anhydrites is similar, but there is a significant difference in density. In Table 1 geophysical parameters of synthetic model are presented. In starting model for joint inversion problem both geometry and geophysical parameters of the model were perturbed. In this example PSO engine was working using 256 particles, with limit at most 1000 iterations. In Fig. 7 the geometry of starting model is presented. In this example some parts of the model were constrained to the geologically reasonable values. Vertices which are able to change their position during inversion are marked with red vertical segment line, whereas unmovable vertices are marked with black dots. For tests, four different starting models were used. Their geometry was constant but diffrenet geophysical parameters were applied. In Figs. 8-10 , example fits of magnetetotelluric and gravimetry data are presented. In Fig. 11 geometry of the result model is shown. Figure 12 presents Pareto front result, where x-axis shows fitting error for gravimetry and the y-axis for magnetotelluric. Each inversion run is illustrated by a path marked with separate color and ends with a dot representing the final result. As the most optimal solution, the dot closest to the center of the coordinate system was chosen (Fig. 11) .
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The proposed methodology of solving the joint inversion problem combines the advantages of Pareto inversion, global optimization and SBI. This approach is novelty in data inversion and is very promising for geophysical investigations. In presented examples, 2D magnetotelluric and gravity data were used, but the presented solution framework can be used for any other two or more quantitative sources of information, as long as misfits between real and model data can be calculated. The results obtained for both methods are very promising. Misfits for MT data are surprisingly low, taking under consideration that MT model cannot be updated without simultaneous improvement in gravity fit. Please note that fixed interfaces between some layers make the perfect gravity fitting nearly impossible (Fig. 7) . On the other hand, equivalence phenomena makes interpretation of the bottom of Zechstein complex from MT not as accurate as was demanded, especially in the right part of the profile (Fig. 11) . To avoid such a situation, additional constraints for resistivities should be involved. The Pareto front presented in Fig. 12 is "blurred" because at this stage of the study no methods of deterministic local optimization are applied and the regular PSO method places a final solution in the close vicinity of the global minimum, but usually not in the exact point. This behavior is typical for many stochastic methods and -if necessary -can be easily avoid by application of local method after the final PSO iteration. Also please note that area covert by obtained front is magnified by strong zooming. Additionally, this "imperfection" of solution gives insight into shape of the final solution's basin of attraction and can be used for more or less strict uncertainty analysis in the future. The other possible areas of further studies are optimization of global solver (e.g., tests for other versions of PSO or introduction of other methods like genetic algorithm) and improvement in general numerical efficiency of the code.
The presented synthetic example shows usefulness of proposed methodology in solving real-life geophysical joint inversion problems. PSO method proved its efficiency and flexibility, while SBI model provided constrained and regularized model with limited solution space dimensionality. Obtained "the best" solution shows very good misfit minimization for both data sources. Additionally, in the case of more complicated geological scenarios other results form Pareto front can be used to find a solution with better agreement with other available -either quantitative or qualitative -information. That ability makes the algorithm much more useful for interpreters who need to find the geological model that best suits to other data and conception while meeting the requirements of the correct interpretation of geophysical data.
Proposed methodology has been already used for real data from commercial investigations. Obtained results and their interpretation will be the subject of the next paper.
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